
Welcome to AI –  
with ePlus!



AI Turbocharges Modern Applications 

Engagement Security Process Automation
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Using the latest  
AI applications  
and technologies –  
we can get you  
started using AI  
in 5 simple steps!



Step 1:
Use Case Conception  
We’ll help you identify a data-intensive 

business problem and propose a  

potential AI solution.



Step 2:
Feasibility Study   
A deep evaluation of your use 

case will identify risks or obstacles 

before significant engineering 

resources are dedicated to it – 

enabling a data-driven “go/no go” 

recommendation.



Step 3:
Model Design    
We design the best possible 

performing model given 

available data, computational 

resources, and time.



Step 4:
Model Deployment     
We work with your teams to deploy 

a trained model (and transform it, 

if needed) and then integrate it 

with other software and processes.



Step 5:
Model Maintenance 
We monitor and log the data 

from the deployed model to 

ensure accuracy over longer 

periods of time.



Prudent, educated approach

Strategic partnerships with 
NVIDIA and other AI leaders

Experienced, AI certified staff

AI Consulting, Managed 
Services and Training

AI Optimized Infrastructure

Elite Deep  
Learning Partner

DGX2 Launch Partner

Training Partner

Why ePlus? 



We also offer workshops for  
industry-specific uses… 

Engagement    Security              Process Automation



…and training 
on the latest  
AI technologies
Kubeflow End User

Kubernetes Operations

OpenShift Operations

DGX Systems Operations

c480 ML with NGC Operations



What are you waiting for?
Contact us to get started 
on your use case!
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Click here to be entered to win a NVIDIA® 
TITAN V and 50% off a Deep Learning 
Workshop

https://eplus.com/solutions/digital-infrastructure/data-analytics#form



